INTRODUCTION
Text retrieval [2] , namely the natural language retrieval, is not through any index to the text of the documents according to the documents content, such as keywords, semantics etc. to retrieval, classification, filtering and other operations. With the increase of the number of documents, in the process of text retrieval study, the early text retrieval has been difficult to meet the increasing number of documents for accurate retrieval. Then Xia Lin (1993) introduced the semantic relation graph into the text retrieval, so that the retrieval system can more understand the implicit meaning [3] of the words inputted from the user, and improve the accuracy of the retrieval greatly. Now, text retrieval technology has gradually developed into the query semantic understanding and the specific field [4] . Topic model is a kind of intelligent model [5] based on semantic understanding. It as a new method of text expression has attracted more and more attention in the field of natural language processing system, wh ich excavated the semantic relations [6] among the words of text entry. It set the documents as the probability distribution belong to a series of unspoken theme, and every topic is under the probability distribution of the words in this topic. LDA as a latent semantic indexing topic model wh ich is probability generating, it is a typical representative of the topic development in the field of natural language retrieval. At present, natural language processing has reached a new height in the research for extensions of LDA [7] .
II. THE LDA T OPIC MODEL
In 2003, Blei et al. proposed LDA (Latent Dirichlet Allocation) on the basis of the previous research on the topic model, and LDA was an important set of discrete data modeling method. It is based on a common sense assumption: all the text in the document collection share a certain amount of implicit topic. Based on this assumption, it sets the entire document set into a collection of implicit topics, and each test is exp ressed as the underlying topic of a specific proportion of mixed. The LDA model based on word bag that documents and words are interchangeable, it ignores the order of the words in the document and the document in the order o f the corpus, and thus it is easy to text informat ion can be converted to digital information modeling.
A. LDA document generation process
According to the LDA defin ition of the text sets , the document collection process is as follows:
 Selection of N, N~ Poisson(ζ).Where N represents the length of the document.  Selecting a mult inomial distribution parameter θ, θ ~Dir(α)d istribution. Where θ represents the document topic probability distribution, which is column matrix in here.  Begin to produce N words that belong to the document. First, choose a topic Z n , Z n (obey)~Multinomial(θ) distribution.
There are K topics, which according to the probability of θ parameter selecting one of the topics as Z.
Z is selected from the parameters of the multino mial distribution.
Second, choose W n from P (W n | Z n , β). Parameter β is mu ltinomial d istribution, which is a K * V matrix.
Where K represents topic number, V represents word item number. β ij = p(W j = 1|Z i = 1) represents the probability that comes from a topic Z i to generate a certain term of W j .
θ is K-dimension Dirichlet random variable, whose probability density function as shown in algorithm (1):
(1) Joint distribution, which co mes fro m θ, topic: Z and words: W as shown in algorithm (2) :
International Conference on Logistics Engineering, Management and Computer Science (LEMCS 2015) (2) Researchers can get the marg inal distribution of the document through the integral of θ and calculate the sum of Z, as shown in Equation (3) : (3) Then calculating the sum of the marginal distribution P(W| α, β), researchers can get the probability of the whole corpus, as shown in Equation (4) There are three presentation layers in LDA model. α and β are corpus level parameter, α represents the probability distribution of 'document and topic', β represents the probability distribution of 'topic and words'. θ d is the documents level variable and represents the probability distribution of 'document and topic' that serial number is d. M is the number of document. Z dn and W dn are lexical item level variable. W dn represents the N th words in documents that serial number is d, it can be directly observed. Z dn is implicit variable and represents W dn topic. The word N is the number of words in a document.
LDA is a kind of unsupervised machine learn ing technology [8] . It can distinguish the imp licit topic information in large lots of document collections [9] and corpus [10] . It apply a method of bag of words which make every one document as a term frequency vector, and turn the text informat ion into the digital information [11] which is easy to be modeled. But the method of bag of words did not consider the order between words and words, which simplifies the complexity of the problem, and provided an opportunity for the improvement of model. Each document represents a probability distribution that consisted by some topics, and each topic represents a probability distribution that consisted by some words [12] . Because of the weak correlation between the random vectors of Dirich let distribution, it is almost irrelevant between the hypothetical potential topics. This is not consistent with many practical problems, which leads to another legacy [13] of LDA.
III. THE APPLICAT ION RESEARCH BASED ON LDA

A. LDA-based document models for ad-hoc retrieval
In the field of information retrieval, retrieval algorith m which merges some different formats model is an open research strategies. In this article, the researchers attempt to explore how to effectively improve Ad -hoc retrieval using LDA topic model [14] .
1) The main algorithm and plan LDA-based document models for ad-hoc retrieval were proposed by Xing Wei et al. From the paper, the authors did an experiment show that directly emp loying the LDA model hurts retrieval performance. Therefore, they combine the original document model with the LDA model and construct a new LDA-based document model. They formulate the model through a linear combination obtained in one of the following way: a) Method 1: Linearly co mbining the orig inal document model and LDA, which is illustrated in (5). Parameter setting in the paper is for (a), it may be necessary to adjust λ and μ in (b) and (c).
The LDA model has a new representation for a document based on topics. After getting the posterior estimates of θ and φ, the researchers can calculate the probability of a word in a document as Equation (6) In experiment, There are several parameters that need to be determined in their experiments. For the retrieval experiments, the proportion of the LDA part in the linear combination must be specified . For the LDA estimation, the number of topics must be specified; the number of iterations and the number of Markov chains also need to be carefully tuned due to its influence on performance and running time. They use the AP collection as their training collection to estimate the parameters. The WSJ, FT, SJMN, and LA collections are used for testing whether the parameters optimized on AP can be used consistently on other collections. All parameter values are tuned based on average precision since retrieval is their final task. The parameter selection process, including the training set selection, also follows Liu and Croft (2004) to make the results comparable. Mean average precision is used as the basis of evaluation throughout this study.
Fro m their paper, researchers know the author use symmetric Dirichlet priors in the LDA estimation with α=50/K and β=0.01.Because retrieval results are not very sensitive to the values of these parameters .
Through the experiment and comparison, the researcher made the following conclusions:
Firstly, experiments performed in the language modeling framework, including co mbination with the relevance model, have demonstrated that the LDA -based document model consistently outperforms the clusterbased approach, and the performance of LBDM is close to the Relevance Model.
Secondly, they had shown that the estimation of the LDA model on IR tasks is feasible with suitable parameters based on the analysis of the algorithm complexity and empirical parameter selections.
Finally, LDA-based retrieval can potentially be used in applications where pseudo-relevance feedback would not be possible.
This paper provides a new train of thought for researchers to study the LDA model, the authors' well file based on the LDA model was used to optimize the ad-hoc retrieval, greatly improving the retrieval performance.
IV. EXTENDED RESEARCH BASED ON LDA
A. The Author-Topic Model for Authors and Documents
The Author-Topic model for the authors and documents [15] was proposed by Michal Rosen-Zvi et al. In this paper, it described a generative model for document collections, the author-topic model ,that simu ltaneously models the content of documents and the interests of authors [16] . This generative model represents each document with a mixture of topics and extends these approaches to author modeling by allowing the mixture weights for different topics to be determined by the authors of the document.
The author-topic model draws upon the strengths of the two models ,one that models documents as a mixture of topics (LDA, Blei et al.,2003) , one that models authors with distributions over words. It uses a topic-based representation to model both the content of documents and the interests of authors. As in the author model, a group of authors ,ad ,decide to write the document d. For each word in the document an author is chosen uniformly at random. Then, as in the LDA topic model, a topic is chosen from a distribution over topics specific to that author, and the word is generated from the chosen topic.
The graphical model corresponding to this process is shown in Fig. 2 : Figure 2 . T he author-topic model.
As in the author model, X indicates the author responsible for a given word, chosen from ad. Each author is associated with a distribution over, θ , chosen from a symmetric Dirichlet(α) prior. The mixture weights corresponding to the chosen author are used to select a topic Z, and a word is generated according to the distribution φ corresponding to that topic, drawn fro m a symmetric Dirichlet(β) prior.
The author-topic model subsumes the two models described above as special cases: topic models like LDA correspond to the case where each document has one unique author, and the author model corresponds to the case where each author has one unique topic. By estimating the parameters φ and θ, researchers obtain information about which topics authors typically write about, as well as a representation of the content of each document in terms of these topics .
This article introduced a simple algorith m, which is Gibbs sampling algorithm [17] to estimate parameters of topic models. This is because it provides a simple method for obtaining parameter estimates under Dirichlet priors [18] and allows combination of estimates from several local maxima of the posterior distribution. The LDA model has two sets of unknown parameters , the D document distributions θ, and the T topic distributions φ, as well as the latent variables corresponding to the assignments of individual words to topics z. By applying Gibbs sampling, researchers can construct a Markov chain that converges to the posterior distribution on z and then uses the results to infer θ and φ. Equation (10) is a Markov chain constructed with standard Dirichlet integrals .
(10) For any sample fro m this Markov chain, being an assignment of every word to a topic, researchers can estimate θ and φ using (11) and (12): (11) (12) In the author-topic model, there are two sets of latent variables: z and x. So researchers draw each (z i , x i ) pair as a block, conditioned on all other variables. Equation (13) is the conditional probability derived by marg inalizing out the random variables φ and θ: (13) These random variables are estimated fro m samples via Equation (14) and Equation (15): (14) (15) In the process of experiment, the hyper-parameters α and β are fixed at 50/T and 0.01 respectively.
The author-topic model provides a relatively simple probabilistic model for exploring the relationships between authors, documents, topics, and words. The primary benefit of the author-topic model is that it allows researchers to explicitly include authors in documents models, providing a general framework for answering queries and making predictions at the level of authors as well as the level of documents .
V. CONCLUSIONS
The LDA model is a new method of text representation, help to improve the precision of information retrieval system [19] . LDA model at the core of the algorithm has been introduced in this paper. Based on the introduced two kinds of retrieval model based on the LDA, these two kinds of model provides a new train of thought for researchers to research and extension the LDA model. The first model is to modify the LDA model to adapt to the AD-hoc retrieval. The second model is the fusion of the LDA model several features to improve the precision.
